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Mark C.A. Yorka, Antoine Mailhota, Abderraouf Boucherifa, Richard Arèsa, Vincent Aimeza, Simon Fafarda,b,⁎

Monochromatic conversion efficiencies in excess of 60% have been achieved with Vertical Epitaxial

HeteroStructure Architechture laser power converters (with anywhere from 5 to 20+ n/p junctions stacked

vertically). We are presently investigating the applicability of this design to solar cells, whereby the individual

junctions of a multi-junction cell are replaced with a current matched stack of subcells. If viable, such a design

offers the potential for efficiency gains via reduced I R2 losses and elevated Voc. Moreover, splitting the short-

circuit current over additional junctions opens up the possibility of operation under concentration ratios

otherwise considered impractical for conventional cells.

1. Introduction

III–V photovoltaic cells are fundamental to both laser power con-

verters (LPCs) and concentrated photovoltaics (CPVs), and in turn, both

of these technologies stand to benefit from the ability to produce higher

efficiency cells. There is a growing interest in LPCs, as these can be

useful to any system which requires galvanic shielding, e.g. sensory

equipment [1,2], medical implants [3,4], telecommunications [5], etc.

High conversion efficiencies for GaAs LPCs have been reported in the

literature [6–29]. However, the Vertical Epitaxial HeteroStructure Ar-

chitechture (VEHSA) technology [30–38] has presented a major

breakthrough in the field, with reported conversion efficiencies just

under 70% (c.f. a previous reporting of 53.4% in Ref. [9] in 2008),

exceeding the approximately 65% limit stipulated in Ref. [9] for these

kinds of cells.

A common goal within the CPV community is the manufacture of a

solar cell with a conversion efficiency exceeding 50% [39,40], seen by

many as the next major milestone. Research has focused on dilute ni-

trides [41], increasing the number of junctions via wafer bonding [42],

perovskites [43] as well as alternative strategies oriented towards

module design [44]. We would like to bridge the gap between research

in LPCs and CPVs by proposing that we apply the very technology that

makes VEHSA devices so efficient to CPV cells themselves, namely,

stacked thin junctions. The working principle here is that splitting the

photocurrent over many junctions reduces I R2 losses and loads on the

tunnel junction, allowing for the possibility of operation under high

solar concentration (with the goal being in excess of 1000 suns [45]).

There is an added benefit of using a vertical arrangement of thin

junctions since thin layers achieve a greater Fermi level splitting [46],

which on a per-junction level offers a marginal boost in Voc when

compared to a planar arrangement of bulk cells (potentially 92 mV per

junction [38]).

The outline of this text is as follows: we will begin with an overview of

VEHSA LPC devices (those used for power-over-fibre applications).

Section 3 contains a presentation of how the VEHSA design would be

applied to solar cells, focusing on an “enhanced” tandem cell as a specific

case. Sections 4 and 5 close with a discussion and our conclusions.

2. Overview of VEHSA monochromatic cells

A schematic representation of a typical VEHSA device is shown in

Fig. 1 (not to scale, and omitting certain window / buffer layers). These

devices consist of alternating stacked GaAs n/p (n-on-p) junctions se-

parated by AlGaAs tunnel junctions and GaInP buffer / window layers.

Illumination is via a monochromatic source within the range of wave-

lengths where the GaAs junctions are opaque while all other layers
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(generally AlGaAs and GaInP) are transparent (in effect, the upper

frequency limit is set by the band gap of the AlGaAs tunnel junctions,

for an allowable range of approximately 750 nm–875 nm, depending on

the Al molar fraction). Since the topmost window layer is transparent to

the source wavelength, we are able to employ a characteristically larger

window than would be otherwise typical of multi-junction solar cells.

Gridline density is assumed to be sufficient to allow for efficient carrier

extraction even at high source intensities, with minimal shadowing.

VEHSA LPCs are grown via MOCVD with an Aixtron 2600 multi-

wafer reactor. AlGaAs n++/p++ tunnel junctions are employed with

Al fraction in the range 10%–30% and dopant densities exceeding
−1E19 cm 3. GaAs junctions are typically doped over the range
−5E17 cm 3– −1.5E18 cm 3, with thinner junctions doped more heavily.

Prior to a growth, the thicknesses of each junction are determined by

initially targeting a specific wavelength (and hence uniform value of

the absorption coefficient α in GaAs) and setting the layers such that

each junction produces an equal amount of photocurrent. For a typical

design wavelength of 850 nm, total GaAs thickness may reach 3.6 µm

when summed over all junctions (so that the sum of the junctions is

nearly fully absorbent). Due to variations in growth, the wavelength at

which peak conversion efficiency is observed can generally deviate

slightly from design, of the order 10 nm.

Actual devices are known experimentally to achieve a very high

degree of current matching, supplemented by photon-recycling [35]

which has made it possible to consistently observe efficiencies of

60–70% for a range of devices and experimental conditions, as captured

by the I V( ) curves in Fig. 2. Broadcom (www.broadcom.com) now

offers such devices commercially, with products for various applica-

tions. With regards to the labeling PTN , N represents the number of

junctions, i.e. PT20 contains 20 stacked junctions. Devices with over 20

junctions have also been fabricated.

Though the text focuses on solar, it is worth mentioning that we are

also actively seeking to develop phototransducers with ⪢N 20 (e.g.

PT60), discussed in Ref. [38]. A tentative PT100 device would contain

individual subcells as thin as 10 nm (noting that this value is sensitive to

the wavelength chosen, and in turn should be treated as an estimate)

considered to be pushing the limits of viability, though such a device is

interesting in its own right due to individual junctions effectively be-

coming quantum wells. When individual subcells reach this size, we are

additionally able to consider altering their molar composition and

strain, opening up the possibility of even further enhancements of Voc,

as well as fine tuning of the absorption per subcell.

2.1. Models

PTN devices are simulated using Atlas, employing standard values

for carrier mobilities in GaAs and GaInP, radiative recombination rates

of the order ∼ −10 cm /s10 3 and SRH lifetimes of the order 10 ns for both

species at −1E18 cm 3 doping (lifetimes are adjusting for doping).

Parameters are tabulated in detail in Ref. [38], and these are generally

consistent with other authors. Carrier lifetimes are sensitive to the

quality of the crystal growth, and values obtained from the literature

will not necessarily be well matched to a specific device, requiring some

degree of calibration of the actual models.

In our case, all of our wafers have been grown using the same

equipment, and therefore, we expect little variation of crystal quality

between growths. Our models have been calibrated and exhibit very

close agreement with the PV characteristics of single junction cells. The

same set-up when used to model a PT12 device shows agreement with

experiment at the level depicted in Fig. 3, which is still arguably a very

close fit considering the random variation in layer thicknesses etc.

Fig. 1. A schematic of a typical VEHSA LPC (shown above for a 20 junction device). GaAs

n/p junctions are labeled s1 through s20, and tunnel junctions are c1 through c19. The

topmost n-type emitter is explicitly shown, though omitted for the other subcells.

Reproduced from Refs. [47,38].

Fig. 2. I V( ) curves for =N 5 up to 20 junction devices, with an illuminated cell shown in

the lower right corner. Reproduced from Refs. [32,38].

Fig. 3. Model and measured I V( ) curves for a PT12 cell. Reproduced from Refs. [32,37].
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3. VEHSA solar cells

Using a tandem or triple junction cell as a starting point, two pos-

sible enhancements are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 4 what we have

done is taken a standard GaInP / GaAs tandem cell, and “duplicated”

each individual junction [48]. Layers are not drawn to scale, but re-

lative variations in thickness are illustrated, with current matching

enforcing a specific ratio between upper and lower subcell thicknesses.

Whereas the cell on the left of Fig. 4 comprises two subcells, the cell on

the right comprises two substacks – we refer to cell on the right (and

similar) as a VEHSA solar cell (noting the distinction from the VEHSA

phototransducers in Section 2). A substack need not contain only 2

subcells; rather, as with the VEHSA phototransducers, the number of

subcells is arbitrary, provided that subcells and substacks are current

matched.

Due to the relative difference between the GaInP – GaAs bandgaps, a

VEHSA tandem is current matched when (roughly) both substacks are

quasi-fully-absorbing (for frequencies above each bandgap). For an

actual device with 2-junction substacks (i.e. 4 n/p junctions total), this

would necessitate a topmost GaInP junction thickness ≲ 100 nm (see

Table A1).

Fig. 5 depicts an alternative configuration involving a Ge VEHSA

substack in lieu of the usual monolithic Ge substrate (other junctions

are merely shown as duplicated) for an initially triple junction cell

(with the Ge as such to permit excess current recovery and better

overall current matching [49]). The Ge substack as shown is somewhat

speculative, as the relative thickness of these layers (compared to the

III–Vs) would present challenges for growth (however, see Ref. [50]).

Also, SiGe alloys [51] can be of interest, in particular for the tunnel

junctions of the lower substack.

For clarity, it should be stated that this approach is not a means to

achieve revolutionary efficiency with a small number of bandgaps.

Specifically, a VEHSA solar cell with a large number of junctions is not

equivalent to a hypothetical multi-junction cell containing a large

number of distinct bandgaps, and hence, the design presented does not

approach the Shockley-Queisser with an increasing number of (single

alloy) junctions. However, the VEHSA solar cell design does offer the

possibility of modest increases in efficiency due to a reduction in re-

sistive losses, as well as the potential for applications under extreme

concentrations.

3.1. Models

Models of these devices are used primarily to assess the impact of

layer thicknesses on current matching, as well as gauging the relative

performance gains for VEHSA enhanced cells. Prior simulations of 2 and

4 junction monochromatic cells have been adapted to the schematic in

Fig. 4, noting that in lieu of a monochromatic source, we employ an

AM1.5 spectrum at concentrations 1 – 1000 suns.1 Aside from differ-

ences in the alloy compositions of each layer, VEHSA solar devices also

possess a significantly thinner topmost window layer when compared to

PTN s. For simplicity, we assume that all window and back surface field

(BSF) layers are AlInP, which reduces the number of model parameters

at the expense of deviating from an actual device which would more

suitably employ AlGaInP quaternaries. For the purpose of assessing

trends in performance, this approximation is justified – however, any

model used to infer layer thicknesses necessary for current matching

necessarily requires that actual values for the refractive index of each

layer be used (discussed further in the next section).

3.2. Current matching

As a starting point, for a given heterostructure and source spectrum

(in our case AM1.5 G), short-circuit current is calculated using the Beer-

Lambert law,

= −T λ e( )i
α λ t( )i i (1)

where T λ( )i is the transmittance through layer i, α λ( )i is the wavelength

and material dependent absorption coefficient (which we have obtained

from Cyrium Technologies data sets), and ti is the thickness of layer i.

Integrating over the spectrum, the optimal set of junction thicknesses

are obtained by adjusting the ti such that each junction produce the

same amount of photocurrent (solved for e.g. using a Matlab based

algorithm). We initially assume no loss from the AR coating.

Following this, quantum efficiency (QE) and the reflectance are

taken into account by adjusting the absorbed photocurrent in each layer

as follows:

∫= − −I
dI

dλ
λ T λ R λ dλ·QE( )·(1 ( ) ( ))abs

avail

(2)

where Iabs and Iavail are absorbed and available photocurrent respec-

tively, suppressing the index i denoting the layer. The reflectance R is

obtained from Fresnel equations, and transmittance T is as above.

λQE( ) is estimated from Ref. [52]. The advantage of this method is that

non-radiative (SRH and Auger) recombination processes are re-

presented by the albeit ad hoc QE term. However, these can be vali-

dated self-consistently following growth. One limitation is that Eq. (2)

omits photon recycling from emitted photons which are reabsorbed in

neighboring junctions.

Fig. 4. A schematic of a 2 junction tandem on the left, augmented by doubling the

number of junctions (while holding the total GaInP / GaAs thickness approximately

fixed). For the GaInP region on the left, we refer to the corresponding 2 junction GaInP

region on the right as a substack, likewise for GaAs. Dashed lines represent all of the

layers that would otherwise be required between each cell, specifically back surface field,

tunnel junction, and window layers.

Fig. 5. Similar to Fig. 4, except illustrating a speculative enhancement of a triple junction

cell.

1 For reference, diode ideality factors have been extracted from the simulations via

concentration – Voc dependence. We obtain a characteristic value of 1.12 for the 4

junction cell at 1000 suns (vs. unity at 1 sun). In general model values are observed to be

of the order ≳ 1, increasing as a function of concentration.
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The optimal set of layer thicknesses for a VEHSA tandem resulting

from this procedure are stated in Table A1 (which includes losses from

an AR coating). Note that in constructing this table, not all layers are

allowed to vary: windows, BSF and tunnel junctions are fixed in ad-

vance (which we have set at 80 nm), and only the thicknesses of the

actual n/p junctions are varied. Due to the thinness of the topmost

subcell, current from the window and BSF layers are including in the

“total” attributed to that junction [52]. This is done for other subcells as

well; however, in these cases, the contributions not arising from the

actual n/p junction layers are much smaller. Tunnel junction absorption

is simulated as current loss.

To assess the impact of the QE and reflectance corrections in Eq. (2),

Tables A2 to A5 compare between a simplified model of the standard

and VEHSA tandem cell. Specifically, we assume no absorption from the

buffer or window layers, and hence omit these entirely. For these

abridged heterostructures we have calculated Jsc and optimal layer

thicknesses with and without the QE adjustment in Eq. (2): factoring in

the QE represents about a 14% loss of Jsc, and a 26 nm adjustment to the

thickness of the topmost subcell.

Lastly, the absorption spectra of both the standard and VEHSA

tandems are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for reference.

4. Discussion

Our benchmarks and model / experimental results for VEHSA de-

vices have all been previously reported under monochromatic

illumination, for which PV efficiencies are well beyond those presently

attainable for multi-junction PV devices. The main reasons for this are

as follows:

(i) under these conditions, thermalization losses can be minimal, since

the target wavelength can be set adjacent to the band edge,

(ii) photon recycling compensates for variations in layer thicknesses

(due to growth) and source detuning, which serves to redistribute

photo-current between junctions.

In switching to an AM1.5 source, we would be faced with thermaliza-

tion losses on par with multi-junction cells. However, we believe that

the potential for enhancement due to photon recycling persists in the

VEHSA solar cells, noting that:

(i) not all junctions will necessarily possess the same band-gap,

therefore this opens up the possibility of additional losses from re-

emitted photons which are unable to excite photocurrent in the

higher gap layers, in particular the thinnest topmost layers,

(ii) as such, an underperforming GaInP junction would not be com-

pensated for by a neighboring GaAs junction, though the converse

is true.

Layer thicknesses stated in Appendix A are estimated by either as-

suming ideal conditions (no reflections, no recombinations) or by as-

suming a quantum efficiency <100% for each layer, as well as internal

reflections, etc. as per the previous section. An idealized model (the

former) is of interest, as it is a best case scenario, effectively an upper

bound on performance. However, a realistic model (the latter) is es-

sential to correctly specify the layer thicknesses for a growth, which

unfortunately requires ad hoc input. In Section 3.2, the parameters in-

ferred from the study in Ref. [52] are an educated guess, as the QE will

in general vary between layers, depending on factors related to growth

as well as doping, and can only be known precisely following growth.

This raises the possibility of reduced performance from detuning:

grown devices exhibiting current mismatch. Nominal layer thicknesses

are computed using a nominal QE – if in fact the realized QE differs

from the nominal value, then the resulting heterostructure will no

longer be optimal per se. And, if in fact the performance depends

strongly on the realized QE, this would necessitate an impractical fine-

tuning of junction thicknesses.

To assess the degree of fine tuning required, we have simulated the

performance of a VEHSA tandem while varying the thicknesses of in-

dividual junctions (while holding other layers fixed), for which there

are two extreme outcomes: a) efficiency deteriorates rapidly with var-

iation in layer thickness or b) efficiency is insensitive to variations in

layer thickness. From inspecting Fig. 8, what we observer is that the

modeled VEHSA tandem more closely falls into regime b) rather than

a). Foremost, the plateau in the upper panel suggests that there is a lot

of free-play in the (thinnest) topmost cell thickness, provided that it is

not so thin as to reduce the fill factor. In particular, the width of the

plateau exceeds the 26 nm difference in topmost subcell thickness when

computed using lossless and lossy models of the heterostructure. In the

lower panel, the peak is more pronounced, however, the dependence of

efficiency on junction thickness is still fairly weak, given that a window

of 1% variation in efficiency spans a thickness variation of approxi-

mately 70 nm, well over 10% of the junction width. Therefore, it is ap-

parent that these devices are in fact tolerant of detuning, much like

what has been observed for the monochromatic PTN s.

Concerning the reproducibility of the growth process, in practice the

energy gap for any binary alloys (e.g. GaAs) is very close to nominal, for

example within a fewmeV. For the ternary InGaP, the main deviation is

typically from the ordering present in this alloy. These devices are

implemented on commercial reactors with demonstrated calibration

and uniformities. The ordering and the alloy calibrations are controlled

by the growth processes, and parameters such as growth temperature,

Fig. 6. AM1.5 G and simulated absorption spectra for a standard GaInP/GaAs solar cell

[52].

Fig. 7. AM1.5 G and simulated absorption spectra per junction for the proposed dupli-

cated GaInP/GaAs VEHSA tandem cell (including QE and reflectance.).
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III–V over-pressure, gas flux calibrations, etc. The resulting re-

producible accuracy for the InGaP alloys is typically of the order of

10 meV .

Alloy variations in the window/back surface field/tunnel junction

alloys have little impact because these layers are relatively thin and

mostly transparent (higher bandgaps), but nevertheless can be con-

trolled to a similar level of precision as InGaP. The layer thickness

variations with state-of-the-art MOCVD reactors are typically less than

5% over the useful wafer area. The ability to achieve the nominal

thickness values depends on the quality of the calibration procedure,

but reproducibility at the level of 5% or better is achievable. It should

also be noted that in epitaxy the most common deviation from the

nominal thickness is a systematic error in the growth rate calibration,

which would result in all layers being a few % thicker or thinner than

expected. Finally, deviations from nominal doping concentration in the

range of 20% typically have every little impact on the overall perfor-

mance of the devices, and are within the range of reproducibility of

standard MOCVD operations.

The most pressing question is how much of an efficiency upgrade

could the VEHSA solar methodology actually afford? A heuristic esti-

mate would be a potential maximum increase of 3 – 4%, assuming a Voc
scaling on par with the observed ∼ 92 mV per junction for PT6 devices

when compared with an equivalent 6 cell planar configuration [38].

This would require multiple splittings per subcell. In simulating the

VEHSA tandem, the model indicates an increase of approximately 1%

under 1000 sun conditions (a jump from 36.5% to 37.6% for the

modeled cell). In addition, as mentioned above, the resulting cell op-

eration at lower currents and higher voltages can allow performance

gains for solar CPV working at higher concentrations (for instance,

higher Voc cells would be used in strings containing fewer cells, there-

fore reducing the losses in performance from current matching within a

string, and reduced current would result in less heating of a cell through

resistive losses in its window layer.)

5. Summary and conclusions

We have presented an overview of a preliminary analysis of the

practicality of applying the VEHSA design to concentrated photovoltaic

cells, including the detailed layer thicknesses and composition of a

tentative VEHSA tandem cell. The impact of detuning and layer thick-

ness errors on performance has been investigated using simulated de-

vices, and we have observed that these devices show relatively mild

sensitivity to the individual layer thicknesses of each subcell, which

bodes well for the viability of this technology.

The advantage of this approach is that VEHSA solar cells possess

increased Voc and reduced Jsc, in turn able to operate at concentrations

otherwise considered high or extreme for standard cells. Heuristic es-

timates based on the observed performance of VEHSA photo-

transducers, as well as the enhanced Fermi level splitting in thin

junctions suggest the possibility of efficiency gains of the order several

per cent when comparing between VEHSA and stand multi-junction

solar cells. Moreover, these estimates are consistent with the modeled

performance of a simulated VEHSA tandem cell, for which an efficiency

of 1.1% above that of the simulated standard GaInP / GaAs tandem was

determined.
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Appendix A. Detailed layer thickness and absorption

Fig. 8. Efficiency and Jsc vs. subcell thickness, when varying the topmost GaInP and GaAs

subcells (upper and lower panels respectively, modeled at 100 suns). The reduction in

efficiency not matched by a reduced Jsc in the top panel results from diminished fill factor.
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Table A1

Computed short-circuit current for a tentative VEHSA tandem, with detailed information about each layer, factoring in losses from reflectance and recombination. The rightmost column

indicates the total current extracted (or lost) from each junction.

Material Type Doping Thickness

(nm)

Jsc (mA/

cm 2)

Total junction

Jsc (mA/cm2)

SiO2 ARC Window – 100 000 – –

Al2O3 ARC 1 – 90 – –

TiO2 ARC 2 – 50 – –

Al40Ga60InP Window n+ 40 1.46 6.51

GaInP Junction n 26 3.43

GaInP Junction p 27

Al20Ga80InP BSF p+ 80 1.63

Al70Ga30As TJ p++ 40 0.03 0.03 (loss)

Al70Ga30As TJ n++ 40

Al20Ga80InP Window n+ 80 0.99 6.50

GaInP Junction n 100 5.50

GaInP Junction p 900

Al20Ga80InP BSF p+ 80 0.01

Al35Ga65As TJ p++ 40 0.03 0.03 (loss)

Al35Ga65As TJ n++ 40

GaInp Window n+ 80 0.03 6.56

GaAs Junction n 100 6.51

GaAs Junction p 264

GaInp BSF p+ 80 0.02

Al35Ga65As TJ p++ 40 0.0005 0.0005 (loss)

Al35Ga65As TJ n++ 40

GaInp Window n+ 80 0.01 6.51

GaAs Junction n 100 6.50

GaAs Junction p 2900

Table A2

Maximum (best case) short-circuit current for a GaInP / GaAs tandem cell, assuming no absorption in window or buffer layers (hence these are not stated).

Material Type Doping Thickness

(nm)

Jsc (mA/

cm 2)

Total junction Jsc
(mA/cm2)

GaInP Junction n 100 15.97 15.97

GaInP Junction p 440

GaAs Junction n 100 15.99 15.99

GaAs Junction p 2900

Table A3

Same structure as Table A2, except with Jsc calculated under realistic conditions including recombination and reflectance.

Material Type Doping Thickness

(nm)

Jsc (mA/

cm 2)

Total Junction Jsc
(mA/cm2)

GaInP Junction n 100 13.71 13.71

GaInP Junction p 750

GaAs Junction n 100 13.68 13.68

GaAs Junction p 2900

Table A4

Maximum (best case) short-circuit current for a GaInP / GaAs VEHSA tandem cell, assuming no absorption in window or buffer layers (hence these are not stated).

Material Type Doping Thickness

(nm)

Jsc (mA/

cm 2)

Total Junction Jsc
(mA/cm2)

GaInP Junction n 39 7.94 7.94

GaInP Junction p 40

GaInP Junction n 100 8.03 8.03

GaInP Junction p 360

GaAs Junction n 100 7.99 7.99

GaAs Junction p 230

GaAs Junction n 100 8.01 8.01

GaAs Junction p 2570
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Table A5

Same structure as Table A4, except with Jsc calculated under realistic conditions including recombination and reflectance.

Material Type Doping Thickness

(nm)

Jsc (mA/

cm 2)

Total Junction Jsc
(mA/cm2)

GaInP Junction n 52 6.84 6.84

GaInP Junction p 53

GaInP Junction n 100 6.86 6.86

GaInP Junction p 645

GaAs Junction n 100 6.84 6.84

GaAs Junction p 250

GaAs Junction n 100 6.84 6.84

GaAs Junction p 2550
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